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CITYHUB CHARGING STATION
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SOS Button

With 520 W of power from our solar panels, our CityHub
charging station is off-the-grid solution with no electricity costs for
the city.

Harvesting energy from footsteps creates additional power source
for our CityHub station.

•
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Controlling/monitoring
functions
enable
clients
to
remotely manage the unit by receiving real-time data and
analytics that eliminate the need for physical maintenance checks.

Save on light performance with our latest most efficient LED
technology to illuminate your advertising area with zero cost of
electricity.

Recognizing the need to stay on-line, we deliver Wi-Fi
hotspot within 5 meters around the CityHub station.

•

Smart device battery is a never ending problem. CityHub
provides free power with 14 per-installed cables and WI-Fl
charging.
Our advertising panels will deliver faster return on investments
coupled with no electricity costs for energy.

Enabling a safer environment is our core objective. CityHub
integrates SOS button that will help your citizens communicate
with city services in emergency situations.

Technical Specifications
CityHub is a multi-functional green energy charging station that provides
economic, social and environmental benefits for future sustainable cities.
Development of new infrastructure is a prerequisite for implementation of
smart city initiatives. CityHub offers unique solutions to address the future.
System Comoonents

Technical S0ec1f1cat1ons

System Autonomy

5 days without sun and footsteps. 365 days autonomy with Remote Management system.

i ens ions and Weight

Height - 370 cm/146 1n
Width - 120 cmt 47 in
Thickness - 50 err/ 20 in
Weight: - 1875 lbs, 850 Kg

Color

Customer preferences, original comes in dark blue and
aluminum

Materials

Steel, aluminum. wood and glass.

Solar Panel

520Watt
0 azimut at 35 °

Battery

AGM VRLA 240 AH

Advertising LED Light

20Wan

Controller

Smart M PPT charge controller - Off the grid or on t e grid options
Two loads cont:olling option

Ip protection

IP 65
-20 °C to +SO °C

\-larking temeperature

Wi-Fi hotspot

Wireless area network around the street light ( 15 meters line of sight)

Kinetic Tiles

Dimensions: 500 m each edge
Power rating: 5 Watts continuous power f,om footsteps
Voltage: 48V (Range 12V- 48V)
Materials: Steel, recycled Aluminium, Composite.
Minimum order size: 2x4m array.

Charging ports

4xMiuousb
6 X iPhone
2 X USB ports and
2 X Wireless Charging Pad
Power output:v 14 X 5 V, 2 Amp
Customization of charging port possible

Smart Cloud platform/sensors

Cloud platform software enabling real time data insights and reports supporting multiple sensor options.
Temperature, Humidity. Luminosity, Miuophone, Linear Displacement and Ultrasound sensors
Other sensor available per customer request

Bench

Bench can be added as an optional feature

Successful installation of each CityHub is our main priority. We are your
partner before, during and after the sale by providing detailed
installation user manual, maintenance support through our software,
training for software usage and up to 10 years guarantees for all
critical parts.

Renewable Energy as Marketing Tool
Traditional billboards are outdated and inefficient. Lack of battery and
desire to always stay online will attract citizens to CityHub enabling
interaction and proximity to promotional advertising space. CityHub offers
illumination of advertising panels through utilization of renewable energy
that offsets electricity bills and generates faster ROI.

Four Advertising Panels will deliver faster Return on Investment
with no electricity costs for energy

Smart Cloud Platform
CityHub is a valuable public asset for collection of environmental data through smart
sensors. The CityHub smart platform improves decision making processes and
quality of life in cities.

CityHub has built-in sensors supported by dedicated loT platform. Our data analytics
system is scalable enabling cities/infrastructure operators to add different sensors such as
air quality monitoring, traffic monitoring, real-time energy demand response, smart water
metering, city-wide intelligent parking and much more. The impact of CityHub charging
station translates into improved public services for citizens, more efficient resource
utilization for cities and implementation of green environmental practices.
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LIGHTINUS RMS PACKAGES
24/7 Remote Monitoring

Our business model creates significant cost savings and high ROI for our clients.
LIGHTINUS RMS software and our professional support networks can provide you with
the following value-added packages:

Lightinus Basic

Licensing and Communication

Our basic package includes provision of software license for RMS, training
for software usage and pre-built communication hardware data plans for
each country included.
Just sign in with your dedicated account and start using the RMS instantly.

,

Lightinus Advanced

Licensing and Communication+ Monitoring
Never worry about the performance of your charging station, using our RMS
we can perform this everyday activity in real-time for you.
Services: 24/7 monitoring, detailed daily/weekly/monthly reports,
real-time analytics and notifications about system performance and
full technical support through a dedicated account manager.

Lightinus Premium

Licensing and Communication+ Monitoring+ On-Site Maintenance
Completely outsource your maintenance department at affordable price
to achieve immediate and long-term cost savings of your LIGHTINUS
charging stations. We monitor and manage your LIGHTINUS charging stations in
real time, 24/7, 365 days.

WWW.LIGHTINUS.COM
E-mail: office@lightinus.com
T: +381-65-66-99-444
+389-71-368-839
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